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Bivariational principles for a linear equation in a Hilbert space are used to 
derive complementary upper and lower bounds on solutions of two-point 
boundary-value problems. The functional dependence of the bounds is ex- 
hibited, and various simplified versions of them are discussed. Illustrative 
examples are presented, showing encouraging accuracy with simple trial 
vectors. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In contrast to the situation with initial-value problems, the determination 




- g /P(4 21 + Q(X) x(4 = w, a<x<b, (1.1) 
%X(4 - %X%4 = 013 3 (l-2) 
&x(4 + &XV) = I33 9 (1.3) 
is a task which still presents difficulties (see, for example, Keller [5], Oliveira 
[7]). In particular, it is not easy to determine the accuracy of approximate 
solutions. Thus we consider the application of recently discovered bivaria- 
tional principles to such problems; we find that it is often possible to impose 
bivariational upper and lower bounds on the solution x(x) itself. 
First we establish bounding properties of bivariational functionals undsr 
more general conditions than has been done previously (Barnsley and 
Robinson [3]). In Section 3 we show how the two-point boundary-value 
problem can be realized as a linear equation in a Hilbert space, thus frequently 
being suitable for the application of bivariational bounding methods. In 
Section 4, with the aid of a Green’s function for an appropriate part of the 
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differential operator, we are able to derive pointwise bounds on the solution 
x(x). The functional dependence of these bounds on x is explicit. Various 
simplified versions of the bounds are available which offer certain advantages; 
in particular, limits on the accuracy of a given approximate solution can 
often be ascertained. 
To judge from the illustrative examples given in Section 5, the method 
offered here is of significant practical use. In one case, with trivial trial 
vectors, we obtain bounds which are far more accurate than those derived 
by Oliveira [7] using sophisticated methods of interval analysis. 
2. BIVARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES 
Let A be a self-adjoint operator in a real Hilbert space A‘ with inner 
product (., .). Let the domain of A be denoted by 9(A), and suppose that 
there exists another self-adjoint operator A- in 2 with domain 
9(A-) 2 9(A), together with a constant TV > 0, such that 
(5, A-0 < (f, A0 for all f E 9(A) (2.1) 
and 
~-Yrl, 7) < (7, A-7) for all 7 E LB(A.J. (24 
Then we will say that A is bounded below away from zero by A- . It follows 
that both A and A- have inverses, each with domain Z (Riesz and Sz.-Nagy 
[S]). We denote them by A-l and (A-)-l, and note in particular that 
(s, (A-)-l s) 3 0 for all s E A?. (2.3) 
In a typical practical situation, the inverse (A-)-l is known, but A-l itself 
is unknown. 
Now consider the linear problem 
A# =f, fE#. (2.4) 
It has been shown by Barnsley and Robinson [3], under conditions similar to 
those above, that bivariational bounds can be imposed on the quantity (9, g) 
for arbitrary g E X. In this section we sketch the derivation of these bounds 
in the more general case where the operator A- rather than the number p is 
given. The resulting functionals will be used later to yield pointwise bounds 
on solutions to boundary-value problems of type I. 
We begin with the complementary variational principles 
JA@> = --<a, A@) + X@,f) < C&f> 
< /A@) + <(A@ - f 1, (A-Y (A@ - f I> = GA@) 
(2.5) 
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which apply for all @ E a(A). The two functionals here come out of standard 
dual variational theory starting from the decomposition 
A=(/-AJ+A-=T*TfA- (2.6) 
(cf. Arthurs [Z], Robinson [lo], Noble and Sewell [6]). However, it is easy 
to verify the principles directly by observing that 
@=f$+s# for some 84 E a(A), (2.7) 
which leads after simplification to the results 
Id@) = (hf> - @A 40 w3) 
and 
G,(Q) = C&f> + <(A - A-) a$, (A-)-l (A - A-) W>. (2.9) 
These imply the complementary variational bounds (2.5) by virtue of (2.1)- 
(2.3). 
The second step is to introduce two further linear equations analogous to 
(2.4), namely 
A# =g, gEx, (2.10) 
and 
A0 = cj & c-‘g (2.11) 
where c is a real parameter, soon to be chosen. Then, just as above, we have 
the complementary pairs of bounding functionals 
and 
J&@) < (6, cf Sz c-l& < ‘&,-,(@), 0 E Q(A). (2.13) 
We now observe the identity 
(4 cf h c-w - w,f > - c-Y~, g> = fwb, g) (2.14) 
which, taken in conjunction with the three pairs of bounds (2.5), (2.12), and 
(2.13), leads to upper and lower bounds on (9, g). Each composite functional 
involves three trial vectors @, Y, and 0, as well as the parameter c. On 
picking 
0 = c@ & c-1Y (2.15) 
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and then optimizing each bound separately with respect to c, we end up with 
the bivariational bounds 
2(@, Y) = A@, Y) + [$(@) %(W’” + n-W? y(@, W, 
where 
and 
4(@‘, Y) = -<@, AY) + (Y,g> + <@Yf>, 
wq = ((A@ - f), (A-)-l (A@ - f)>, 
47(Y) = (CAY - g), (A-)-l CAY - g)>, 






Different pairs of trial vectors @ and Y can be employed on either side of 
(2.16). We will write 
SY =‘?J[A, A-;f,g] and s=’ = %% A-;f,gl (2.21) 
when we wish to refer explicitly to the objects involved in the functionals. 
The bounding functionals 3 and %” have the properties 
and 
a(4 + v,+ + W) = (6, g> + w$Y); (2.23) 
in particular, there is no term of order (I%$)~ or of order (a~/)~. Hence, in 
addition to supplying bivariational bounds, the functionals % and %” furnish 
extrema if either @ or Y is held fixed. That is, for example, with any fixed 
y E W), 
(2.24) 
3. HILBERT SPACE REALIZATION OF THE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 
In the boundary-value problem I, we suppose that dp/dx exists and, 
together with q(x), is continuous for a < x < b; we suppose also thatp(x) # 0 
for all x in the interval, and that r(x) is square-integrable over a < x < b. 
Furthermore, in the boundary conditions, we suppose 0~~ , 01~ , fll , and /3z 
409/5W-12 
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are all nonnegative, with (01~) +) # (0,O) and I&, ,&) f (0, 0). Then, 
under these conditions, the boundary-value problem can be represented by a 
linear equation in a Hilbert space 2, involving a self-adjoint operator A. 
When the latter is bounded below away from zero, the bounding methods of 
Section 2 are applicable. 
Let 2 be the Hilbert space of all real square-integrable functions defined 
on the interval a < x < b, with the inner product 
(s, t> = ‘“s(x) t(x) dx, s, tc&f. 
0 
(3.1) 
Now define a linear operator A in A? by 
for all 6 E 9(A), (3.2) 
where 9(A) is the set of all 5 E 2 such that the right-hand side of (3.2) is 
defined and belongs to 2, and such that 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
Then it is a familiar result that A is se&adjoint in 2 (see, for example, 
Riesz and Sz.-Nagy [S]). 
Now set 
x(4 =4(x) + 5(x) (3.5) 
where c(x) E X is any three-times differentiable function which satisfies the 
inhomogeneous boundary conditions (1.2) and (1.3). Such a c(x) always exists: 
one can usually put c(x) = crx + cs , the constants c, and ca being chosen so 
that the inhomogeneous conditions are met. Let 
(3.6) 




where f = Y - h. (3.8) 
In the particular case where the given boundary conditions are themselves 
homogeneous we can choose 5(x) = 0, whence h = 0. 
If now the operator A is bounded below away from zero by a self-adjoint 
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operator A- with known inverse, then we have a situation fit for bivariational 
principles. Substitution from (3.5) for 4 yields the bivariational bounds 
g4/(@, ‘u> + (5, g> < (x, g> < a(@, yu) + (5, g> (3.9) 
on the scalar product of an arbitrary g E A“ with the solution-vector x of the 
boundary-value problem I. The stationary value (x, g) is attained when either 
@=+=A-tf=x--<, or Y = A-lg. (3.10) 
We consider choices for the operator A- . Suppose that the self-adjoint 
operator B given by 
B=A-q (3.11) 
and specifically defined by 
(3.12) 
is bounded below away from zero by a positive number m so that 
(E, W 3 m(5,O for all t E 9(B). (3.13) 
The existence of such a positive number m is certainly assured if p(x) > 0 
for all a < x < b, and (01~ , fir) # (0,O) (this can be seen on integration by 
parts and examination of the resulting boundary terms). Then if q(x) > 0 
for all a < x < b, we can take either 
(i) A- = B, or (ii) A- = q(x); 
and if q(x) > -fi > -m, for all a < x < b, we can take either 
(3.14) 
(iii) A- = q(x) + m, or (iv) A- = -6 + m. (3.15) 
In the special case where B possesses a zero eigenvalue but is otherwise 
positive, which occurs for example if p(z) > 0 for all a < x < b with 
(01~ , /It) = (0, 0), then the possibilities in (3.15) still apply with m = 0. 
4. POINTWISE BOUNDS FOR SOLUTIONS 
We show howg E Z can be chosen in (3.9) so that pointwise bounds on X(X) 
are obtained. It is not possible to identify g with the Dirac delta-function 
S(y - x), corresponding to which we would have (g, x) = x(y), because the 
delta-function does not belong to the Hilbert space. 
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However, if we assume that (3.13) is t rue then we always have a Green’s- 
function representation for the operator BP’; this is, for everyy in a < y < b, 
B-Q(y) = .c” k(y, x) s(x) dx, for all s E &?. (4.1) 
a 
Here, the Green’s function R(y, X) can be found by standard techniques (see 
for example Roach [9]) and is given by the symmetric expression 
qy, x) = [%P(4 W<) - w> + %I WV4 VW - PDF Al 
%&w + ~lkhP(4 + %Azw P(V P(b) - WI 
(4.2) 
X < = min{x, ~1, x> = max{x,y), and P(x) = j-= Mr)l-l dye 
(4.3) 
In particular, Iz(y, x) is continuous for a < x < b and hence belongs to X. 
From (4.1) we have the identity 
(k B5) = 5(r) for all E E 9’(B) = 9(A), (4.4) 
and thus K can be used in the role we would have liked the delta-function to 
play. Taking the inner product of k with each side of Equation (3.7), it follows 
from (3.11) and (4.4) that 
4(Y) = (kf> - (k 4+> = (kf) - @4,4>. (4.5) 
Bivariational bounds on x(y) can now be inferred since we can choose 
g = g(x) = k(Y, 4 4(x) (4.6) 
(which belongs to X by virtue of the continuity of both K and q on a < x < b), 
in the bounds (3.9). Using (3.5), (3.9) and (4.5) we can express the bounds in 
the form 
with 
X0(Y) - WR yu> G X(Y) G X0(Y) - w? WY (4.7) 
xo(y) = (kf) + 5(r) = B-‘f(y) + I(Y), (4.8) 
and where now 
cv = ??+4, A- ,f, M 2 = %“[A, A- ,f, @I. (4.9) 
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In the special case when 0~~ = /3, = 0 so that B possesses azero eigenvalue, 
we can consider a modified Green’s function, 
fQJ, x, = 1$(y) - P(,), x <Y, X>,Y, (4.10) 
corresponding to which 
6 MO = c-(Y) - f(b). (4.11) 
Proceeding as above, we would end up with bivariational bounds on 
x(y) - x(b) in (4.7), where k” replaces Iz. However, we will concentrate on the 
case where (011, /3r) # (0,O). 
It is convenient to rewrite (4.7) as 
-wR ‘y> - A@‘, y>> G X(Y) - {X0(Y) - 2v5, w 
< -W(@, q - A@, ‘u)>, 
(4.12) 
since this eliminates $(a, Y) from the left-hand and right-hand members 
(see (2.16)), which are now of order (64) (84) only. More importantly, the 
function 
X’(Y) = X0(Y) - A@, Y) (4.13) 
is itself a bivariational approximation to x(y), and hence a sound way to 
proceed would be to choose Qi and Y so as to make $(@, Y) stationary with 
respect to some family of variations in @ and Y. Alternatively, one may 
suppose that x’(y) is a given approximation to x(y); one could then often 
choose Q, and Y in C@(A) so that (4.13) is indeed true, whereupon bounds on 
the difference x(y) - x’(y) are immediate. 
In the cases of the examples in the next section at least, even the simple 
bounds obtained by setting @ = Y = 0 can be effective. We conclude that 
the general bivariational bounds expressed in (4.7) or (4.12) are a mechanism 
by which accurate solutions to two-point boundary-value problems may 
be obtained. 
5. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES 
We choose examples with homogenous boundary conditions so that we can 
take the function ((LX) as zero and consequently 
x(4 = C(x) and 44 = fW (5.1) 
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For simplicity we take, as in (3.15), 
A- ~- -& + m elm p ;> 0, (5.2) 
and we merely consider bounds obtained with a zero trial vector Y. In these 
circumstances, the bounds in (4.7) or (4.12) can be written in the form 
- II A@ - f II II qk II + max{O, WdA@ - f)l> 
G CL@ - B-V - CPU (5.3) 
G II A@ - f II II qk II + mW& BWW - f)l>, @ E Wj, 
with 11 . I/ = (., .)ljz the norm in 2’. Obviously more accurate bounds are 
available with non-zero Y, but these in (5.3) will suffice here. 
5.1. First example 




$(O) = 0, 4(l) = 0, 
(5.4j 
by using methods of interval analysis. Our theory embraces this problem with 
B = -d2/dx2, k(Y, xj = X<(l - X>), 
4(x) = - (x : 2)2 ’ 
p=2+;, f(x) = & 
Taking @ = 0 in (5.3) we obtain the bounds 
77(x) G (v2 + $j /44x) - [ ln4+xln(~j-(2+s)ln(2+*)]\ 
(“(1 -Xl 
__ - ?7(4 ’ 6(x + 2) 
where 
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One would expect the bounds in (5.6) to be less accurate around the middle 
of the interval, since by their nature they vanish at the end-points x = 0 and 
x=l.Atx=+theygive 
0.04843 < +(Q) < 0.05059, (5.8) 
whereas Oliveira obtained merely 
0.03867 d $($) < 0.06016. 
The exact solution is 
(5.9) 
4(x) = $ (2 + x) - -& (2 + x)” - g (2 + x)-l; 
5.2. Second Example 
C(i) = 0.04868. 
(5.10) 
A simple boundary-value problem, of the type which occurs in neutron 
diffusion theory with spherical symmetry (Grant [4], Stacey [ll]), is 
- g$ + xc#J = x, h>O, O<x<l, 
C(O) = 0, $(l) = 0. 
(5.11) 
Complementary variational bounds have been obtained on the quantity 
(4, x) associated with this problem (Anderson et al. [l]), but not pointwise 
bounds on the solution 4(x) itself. Such bounds are readily available if we take 
B = -d2/dx2, w2 4 = X<(l - X>), 
4(x) = A, p = 772 + A, f(x) = x. 
(5.12) 
The successive choices of trial vectors 
@ = 0, @ = B-lx, CD = B-lx - XB-2x (5.13) 
in the bounds (5.3) yield respectively 
-~IIxlIll~ll~~(x)-B-l~~~{ll~llll~ll-B-lx}, (5.14) 
; (B-2~ - /( B-lx (I // k \I> < d(x) - B-lx + XB-2x < F (I B-lx II// k /I , 
and 
(5.15) 
- ; I/ B-2~ jl II k II G+(x) - B-lx + XB-2x - X2B-3~ 
< ; {II B-2~ I/ /( k (1 - B-3~}. 
(5.16) 
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Here 
B-lx = ; x( I - x2), B-2.2 = & (7 - 3x2) (1 - x”), 
and 
B-3r = x(1 - x2) (31 - 18x2 + 3x4) 
(5.17) 
42 x 360 ’ 
II k /I = s3 x(1 - x), //xl/ =-&, llB-lxIl =f [&]liz> 
/I B-2~ /j = 0.0046236. 
(5.18) 
This sequence of bounds leads to high accuracy for small values of h; it also 
assesses successive Neumann series approximations to C(x) (the power series 
in A for $(x) converges when h < 11 k 11-r). At A = 1 and x = =$ we have 
successively 
0.05483 < c)(Q) < 0.06442 (from (5.14)), 
0.05598 < 4(i) < 0.05660 (from (5.15)), 
0.05659 < +(&) < 0.05665 (from (5.16)). 





5.3. Third Example 
We consider a modification of (5.11) which is also relevant in nuclear 
reactor theory (Stacey [Ill), namely 
- 2 + Al+ = x, h>O, O<x<l, 
4(O) = 0, $‘(I) +4(l) = 0. 
(5.23) 
The consequent changes in (5.12) are 
k(Y, x) = +x,(2 - x,)9 p = 5.1158 + A; (5.24) 
the smallest eigenvalue of B = -d2/dx2 is now 5.1158 rather than r2. The 
bounding formulae (5.14)-(5.16) still hold good, but now we have 
B-lx = + x(2 - x2), B-2~ = & (31 - 20x2 + 3x4), 
B-3~ = (15120)-l x(320 - 217x2 + 42x4 - 3x6), 
(5.25) 
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and 
II k I/ = ix{+ (7 - 8x2 + 2ti)}r/a, 
(5.26) 
I/ B-lx 11 = 0.13705, 11 B-‘x 11 = 0.033279. 
The bounds at h = 1, x = $= from (5.14)-(5.16) are respectively 
0.1090 <4(B) < 0.1542, (5.27) 
0.1078 <C(i) < 0.1182, (5.28) 
0.1162 <#) < 0.1187, (5.29) 
and the exact solution is 
cj(x) = x - 2 sinh X(P) 
X{sinh X1iz + Xrj2 cash Xl/a}’ 
c$(-$) = 0.1166 at h = 1. 
(5.30) 
In each of the examples, it is interesting to note that when the left-hand or 
right-hand member of (5.3) consists merely of a single term, then that member 
leads to the better bound of the pair. We observe that the bounds in (5.27)- 
(5.29) are not as tight as the corresponding ones in (5.19)-(5.21), mainly 
because the operator A- = TV is much smaller in the modified case. Let us 
finally stress that our aim has been to illustrate the power of the method 
rather than to achieve spectacular accuracy. It is clear that high precision 
could be obtained with the aid of suitably flexible trial vectors. 
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